BURGESS CELLARS

2007 CABERNET SAUVIGNON
ESTATE VINEYARDS, NAPA VALLEY

VARIETAL %’S: 78% Cabernet Sauvignon, 8% Cabernet Franc, 6% Merlot, 4% Petit Verdot, 4% Malbec

WINE CHEMISTRY: pH 3.70  TA 5.9 g/L  Alc 14.5%

HARVEST NOTES: An ideal year with a steady harvest pace. Many regard 2007 as one of the best vintages of the decade. Napa Valley is known for excellent and consistent wines, this year was no exception. From a solid fruit set to ideal harvest conditions, the grapes came in with stunning quality. More family involvement from Jim and Steve Burgess starting in 2006 resulted in a stricter, more detailed, and more thorough evaluation of maturity resulting is some of the most accurate picking dates ever. Knowing wines are made in the vineyard, this is paramount to success. True to Burgess style, our wines showcase the fruit, complemented by a hint of French oak.

VINEYARDS: Estate - located at the winery, faces west from the side of Howell Mountain and has a slope averaging 22%. The soil is composed of “Tuff” a volcanic ash, allowing the vineyard to drain very well.

WINE DESCRIPTION: The wine shows off dense Cabernet Sauvignon character accented with vanilla, balancing spices and toasty oak from traditional barrel aging. Paramount to success. True to Burgess style, our wines showcase the fruit, complemented by a hint of French oak.

CASES PRODUCED | RELEASE DATE | LIBRARY PRICE
--- | --- | ---
6200 | FEBRUARY 2011 | $124.00

Burgess Cellars has been devoted to creating world-class mountain styled wines from the Napa Valley since 1972. Located on the famous Howell Mountain, Burgess has been focused on growing estate fruit, producing refined, balanced wines that highlight expressive aromas complimented by rich flavors.
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